
PUBH§HED OPIN #¢/7
IN THE UNITED  STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH

CEr`ITRAL DlvlsloN

'  In re:

THOMAS RAYMOND lhrllITELOCK
and PEGGY WIIITELOCK,

Debtors.

Bankruptcy Number 908-00844

[Chapter  13]

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND  ORDER

Ronald G. Schiess, Esq. of.Salt I.ake City, Utah, appeared representing Thomas Raymond
White]ock and Peggy Whitelock,  Debtors.

Barbara  W.  Richman,  Esq.   of  Salt  Lake   City,  Utah,   Standing  Chapter   13  Trustee,
appeared pro se.

Thomas  and Peggy  Whitelock  (Whitelocks),  the  debtors  in  this  chapter  13

case,  sought  confirmation  of  a  plan  providing  full  payment  plus  interest  of  a  specially

classified cosigned unsecured  claim.   Non-cosigned unsecured claimants were to receive a

thirty percent  dividend  on  ;heir  claims.    Barbara  W.  Richman  (Richman),  the  Standing

Chapter  13  Trustee,  objected  to  confirmation  asserting  the  separate  classification  and

disparate treatme-nt were impermissively discriminatory.   This court concurs with Richman



and, based upon the unfair discrinination against unsecured creditors contained in the plan

and othe`r factors,  denies  confirmation of the Whitelocks' plan.

JURISDICHON

The court has jurisdiction over the parties to and the subject matter of this

contested matter pursuant to  28.U.S.C.  §§  157(b)  and  1334(b).   Venue in this  division is

proper.   This is  a  core proceeding within th-e meaning  of 28 U.S.C.  §  157(b)(2)(L).

FACTS

On February 7, 1990, the Whitel6cks filed a petition for relief under chapter

13  of  the  Bankruptcy  Code.1    The  facts  which,  in  part,  necessitated  the  filing  are  as

follows.   In  1985., Thomas Whitelock incurred a substantial debt to the Intemal Revenue

Service (IRS).  The evidence presented was inconclusive regarding whether the tax liability

was  consumer  or  business  related.    On  October  11,  1985,  Thomas  Whitelock borrowed

$15,898.38  at   15.66%  interest  from  Hrst  Security  Financial  (FSF)  to  satisfy  the  IRS

obligation.   The payment schedule on the note required forty-seven monthly payments_of

$220 with  a balloon  payment  of $14,842.78  on  the  October 26,  1989,  due  date.   Though

no  separate  evidence was  presented  to  the  court,  the  note  evidencing  the  debt  to  FSF

indicated that the loan was secured by real property, a single family residence, located  at

255 Browning Avenue,  Salt I.ake  City, Utah.   The note allocated the  distribution of the

$15,432.38 loan proceeds  to  "makers  and I.R.S."

1              All statutory references throughout are to Title  11  of the u.S. Code,  unless otherwise specified.
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On November 6, 1989, shortly after the balloon payment was due and a little

over ninety  days  prior  to  filing  this  petition,  Thomas  Whitelock  along with. his  mother,

Ema S. Whitelock, executed a second note in favor of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A.

(FSB) that was used to pay off the prior FSF note.   The second loan was secured by a

deed of trust on Erma Whitelock's home, also indica.ted as being located at 255 Browning

Avenue, Salt I.ake City, Utah.   Thomas Whitelock possessed no legal interest in the real

property,  but Erma White]ock  executed the  deed  of trust  to  assist  him in  acquiring the

loan.   The  second note, in the  amount of $18,186.30 with  a fixed  13.46%  a.p.r.,  required

108 monthly payments  of $286.52 but  contained no balloon  payment.    According  to  the

White]ocks' chapter 13 statement, only $573 had been paid on the FSB note as of the date

Of filing.

Thomas Whitelock alleges he was not contemplating filing bankruptcy at the

time the second loan was obtained three months before this filing.   Even if the court were

inclined to accept this statement as true, it is evident that the Whitelocks were in se`rious

financial circumstances at the time.   On their original chapter 13 statement, the White]ocks

listed  their total debts  as  $89,698,  of which $35,993  comprised unsecured  claims.2   Assets

were valued at $51,076.   The dates upon which the .unsecured debts were incurred were

omitted from the  chapter  13  statement.   An amendment ordered by the  court revealed

that these unsecured claims were incurred within approximately two years of the filing of

2              If this  case were  liquidated  under chapter 7, the  pro  rata return to unsecured  creditors would

be  zero.    If the  plan  in  it.s  present .state  were to  be  confirmed,  FSB  would  be  paid  in  full  and  other
unsecured  claimants would  receive  more than they would  have  received  in  a  chapter 7  liquidation.
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the petition,  and  all were in  existence  at  or prior  to  the November  6,  1989,  transaction

with FSB.   With exception of the FSB cosjgned clain of $17,500, nine of the Whitelocks"

remaining  ten  unsecured  obligations  were  credit  card  debts,  each  having  a  substantial

balance.

Thomas  White]ock  testified  that  the  expenses  in  November  1989  for  his

family  of three4 were  approximately  the  same  as  the  expenses  set forth  in  the  monthly

budget filed with the February  1990 petition.   The Whitelocks  amended their budget on

August 7,  1990,  however,  to increase their total monthly expenses from $1,139 to $1,406.

The amendment increased the expenses for utilities from $164 to $231', home maintenance

from $25 to $50,5 automobile insu`rance from $50 to $72, transportation from $100 to $150,

food  from  $250  to  $300,  medical  from  $25  to  $55,  laundry from  $20  to  $25,  periodicals

from  $10  to  $16,  re;reation  from  $40  to  $50,  and  haircare  from  $20  to  $27.    Only  one

item,  the  expense  for  clothing, was  decreased from  $50 to  $45.

a             The  Whitelocks'  attorney  represented  that  the. majority  of  the  listed  debt  was  incurred  by

Thomas Whitelock, Peggy Whitelock having received a chapter 7 discharge only one month prior to this
filing.    Despite  the  requirement  in  Official  Form  Number  10 tr}at  such  information  be  provided  in  the
chapter 13 statement,  none of the documentation signed under oath spec.rfically set forth whether the
debt was jointly owed  or that  of Thomas Whitelock  only.

•             Thomas Wtiitelock testified  as to the  existence  of  Peggy Whitelock's  daughter,  a  dependent

undisclosed on the chapter 13 statement.   Whitelock's attorney later represented to the court that the
family included two children, not one.  The chapter 13 statement is to be amended to accurately reflect
the size  of this family.

a             The whitelocks' chapter 13 statement does not list any real property other than a rental property

that is to be surrendered to the secured creditor.  Therefore, the $50 for home maintenance must either
be  in  error or for the  upkeep  of an  apartment.
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Peggy  White]ock  was  unemployed  at  the  time  of  the  FSB   transaction.

Previously,  she  had  been  employed  at  Wescom  Marketing  for  part  of  1989.    Thomas

Whitelock  testified  Peggy  Whitelock  was  looking.  for  work  at  the  time  of  the  FSB

transaction,  and he anticipated her income to satis-fy the obligation.   A response filed to

the  trustee's  objection  to  confirmation  and  signed  by  the  Whitelock's  counsel  indicated

Peggy Whitelock had  elected to remain at home with her minor child.   Peggy Whitelock

filed a petition for relief under chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code on September 15,  1989,

and received a  discharge  of her debts  on January 2,  1990,  one month before this filing.

At the time, `three months-prior to filing, that he signed the second note to

FSB, Thomas Whitelock was employed as a salesperson for Marshall `Industries, where he

had worked since January of 1988.   He earned $2,200 as a monthly gross base salary plus

an  average  of $600  to  $70d  in incentives.   He testified his  income fluctuated  monthly in

the range  of $100 to  $1,000 in  excess  of his  regular salary depending upon  the incentive

program.   Thomas Whitelock testified that he received an increase of approximately $150

a month in his salary shortly before this filing.   However, he indicated the increase in sales

income that he anticipated when he signed the second note to FSB was not forthcoming.

The  amended  chapter  13  budget  reflected  only  $2,079  net  income.    The  court  cannot

reconcile the income figures in the sworn statements with Thomas White]ock's testimony.

The amended plan dated July 19, 1990, proposed to submit payments of $673

per month (the White]ocks' entire projected disposable monthly income) for sixty months,

plus  a  contribution  of  the  funds  paid  into  the  plan  prior  to  confirmation.    The  plan
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classified  into  one  class  all  unsecured  claims  except  the  FSB  cosigned  claim  that  was

separately c]assffied.    Unsecured  claimants  except  FSB  would  be  paid  thirty  perce-nt  of

their claims, but the plan proposed full payment of the FSB claim plus a thirteen I)ercent

discount factor.   Thf s treatment would result in the  accelerated payment of FSB's  claim

in 60 months, instead  of the  108 months provided by the terms  of the n6te.

The White]ocks  are poised to benefit from the proposed plan through the

elimination of several monthly obligations.   They are surrendering a  1988 Pontiac Grand

Am,  a  snowmobile,  and  a  rental  residence,  none  of which  have  any marketable  equity.

The  file reflects  the monthly payment  on  the  automobile  as  $348.54;  on the  snowmobile

as  $90.38,  and  on  the  real  property  as  $380.93..   Collectively,  the  Whitelocks  are  saving

payments  of $819.85  per month by this  filing  and the  Surrender  of the  collateral.6   Their

payment into the plan for distribution to all remaining debt, however, is only $673.   While

the Bankruptcy Code permits and encourages such consolidation, it is some indication  of

the Whitelocks' ability to service debt prepetition and concurrently the inaccuracy of their

amended budget.

Thomas  Whitelock stated  his reason  for filing  the  chapter  13  petition was

to  forestall FSB  from foreclosing  on Erma Whitelock's  home.   He  testified  that he  felt

payments toward his mother's obligation took precedence over payments to other creditors.

a              Included as collateral for secured claims not surrendered through the plan were a barbecue with

a listed fair market value of $482 and wedding  rings  listed at $1,691.   The  plan  provided for payment
of a debt as a secured claim for federal income taD{es owed for 1986 and 1988 in the amount of $2,747
ivith  an  eleven  percent  discount  rate.    The  court  lifted the  automatic  stay to  allow  an  offset  of  a  tax
refund,  so the  remaining  $2,775.59  claim  of the  lps  is  now filed  as  an  unsecured  priority  claim.
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No  evidence  suggests  that  FSB  has  either  approached  Erma  Whitelock  for  payments,

attempted to foreclose, or filed a proof of claim in this case.   Nor is there any indication

FSB  has  required  that  the  note  be  paid  on  an  accelerated  basis.    No  notice  of  the

bankruptcy petition had been given to Ema Whitelock, and leer son testified she had no

knowledge of this proceeding, even though she is a co-obligor and as such is a contingent

claimant of this  estate.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

The Whitelocks argue that they may properly categorize the cosigned claim

and accord jt special treatment pursuant to section  1322(b)(1).   Further, they assert that

their proposed separate classification does not discriminate unfairly and that the different

treatment is allowed because the det)t js a consumer debt upon which Erma Whitelock is

jointly liable.

A.         CONSUMER DEBT

The threshold issue  is whether the  debt  owed to FSB  js  a  consumer debt.

Section  101(7)  defines  a  consumer  .debt  as  "debt  incurred by an individual  primarily for

a personal, family, or household purpose."  The legislative history of the section points out

that the definition was adapted from the "definition used in various  consumer protection

laws."   H.R. Rep. No. 595,  95th Cong.,  1st Sess. 309 (1977); S. Rep. No. 989,  95th Gong.,

2d  Sess.  22  (1978);  124  Gong.  Rep.  Hll,090;  S17,406;  1978 U.S.  Code  Cong.  & Admin.

News  5787,  5808.    The  Tenth  Circuit  Court  of Appeals  has  adhered  to  the  intent  of

Congress and the rationale .of consumer laws,  stating that the "courts have turned to the
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test articulated in cases decided under those [consumer protection] laws to determine.when

a -debt falls within the above description."   a.#.zeus IVczf'J B¢7ik v. Bw/7'ir  (J7t ,re ,Bztms),  894

F.2d  361,  363  (loth  Cir.  1990).

Although the Whitelocks possess no legal interest in the real property owned

by Erma Whitelock, the property secures the note in favor of FSB.   This security interest

is relevant in that the legislative history of section 101(7) provides the following limitation:

"A  consumer  debt  does  not  include  a  debt  to  any  extent  the  debt  js  secured  by  real

property." 124 Cong. Rec. Hll,090 (daily ed. Sept. 28, 1978) (statement of Rep. Edwards);

124  Cong.  Rec.  S17,406  (daily  ed.  Oct.  6,  1978)  (statement  of Sen.  Deconcini).    There

exists a split of authority relating to whether obligations secured by real property constitute

Consumer  debts.7

7             The following  cases liold  that debts  secured  by  reafty  are  not  consumer debts:   /n re  Ot.rc/e

F/.ve,  /r}c.,  75  B.Pl.  686  (Bankr.  D.  Idaho  1987)  (the court held that a consumer debt is  not one secLlred
by  real  estate  and  that for definitional  purposes,  the term  family-  does  not  include  adult  children  or
relatives who  are  not  part  of the.debtor's  household);  /n re  G/Gen,  70  B.R.164,166  (Bankr.  W.D.  Ark..
1986)  (a debt secured by real property owned by the debtor's mother was considered a .nonconsumer
debt);  /n re  Wa/ion,  17  Collier  Bankr.  Gas,  2d  (MB)  124,  130  (E.D.  Mo.1986)  (the  secured  portion  of
a mortgage debt owed to HUD was  not a consumer debt).

Other courts  adopt the  differing  holding:   MCDant.e/ v.  Ivafronwi.de,  85  B.B.  69,  70  (Bankr,  N.D.
ill.  1988)   (a  consumer  debt,  within  the  meaning  of  exception  to  avoidabilfty  for  certain  preferential
transfers made by debtors with  primarily consumer debts,  can  include debts secured  by  realty); Zo/g
v. Ke//y //n re Ke//}!1, 841  F.2d 908 (9th Cir.1988), aff'g 57 B.Pl.  536 (Bankr.  D. Ariz.1986)  (the court held
that  consumer  debt  may  include  debt  secured  by  real  property;  however,  the  exclusion  of  debts
secured by real property is logical and consistent with the purpose behind section 707(b).).  The courts
in  MCDan/.e/  and  Ke//y  construed  section  101 (7)'s  definition  of  consumer  debt  in  the  context  of  the
section  547(c)(7)  exception to  avoidability.   The case.s  gave rise to a reference to the Code provision
that  states  approval  of  a  reaffirmation  agreement  is  not  required  lo the  extent  that  such  debt  is  a
consumer debt secured by real property..   11  U.S.C. § 524(c)(6)(B).   Both courts reasoned that if a debt
secured by reafty could never be a consumer debt, then 11  U.S.C. §  524(c)(6)(B) would make no sense.

:."  8  ...:



The  court must look to  the purpose  of the  debt to  determine its inclusion-

within the consumer debt definition.   Thomas Whitelock testified that the purpose of the

original  loan with  FSF was  to  pay  off a  debt  to  the  IRS,  and  that  the  purpose  of the

renegotiated loan with FSB was to pay off the FSF note.8  The FSB loan is an expenditure

that serves a family or household purpose.   The converse of a business debt in a chapter

13 context is presumptively a  consumer debt.   There is no substantial indication that the

repayment of the FSF debt was in  any manner business related.

Notwithstanding the fact the underlying debt in this  case is  secured by real

property,  this  court  finds  that  the  debt is  a  consumer  debt.    The  court  agrees  with  the

Ninth  Circuit  statement in KeJfy  that  the  statutory  scheme  so  "clearly  contemplates  that

consumer  debt include  debt  secured by real property that  there is  no room left for  any

other conclusion."  KeJry, 841 F.2d at 912.9   Furthermore, reliance on conflicting ]egis]ative

history  rather  than   on  the   language   of  the   statute   "stands  the  process   of  statutory

a             The evidence establishing the nature of the ten liabilfty Thomas whitelock owed so as to iequire

incurring  the  original  obligation  is  inconclusive,  though the  amount  of the  debt,  and  the  subsequent
obligations incurred in 1986 may indicate involvement in a busihess enterprise rather than wage earner
income taxes.      The  court  in Ha„/.son v.  /I?S  //n re Harri.sonJ,  82  B.Pl.  557,  558  (Bankr.  D.  Colo.1987),
held that .a taD( liabilfty is in no way a consumer debt because it originates from the earning of income
not in the course of a consumption activity.   .However, the Harri'son decision may properly be narrowed
to 11  U.S.C.  §  1301(a)  injunctions against collection of a consumer debt against a codebtor.   See a/so
Pressf.none v.  /tis (/n re Presst.mane/,  39  B.Pl.  240,  245  (N.D.N.Y.  1984)  (not  a consumer  debt within
meaning  of  11  U.S,C.  §  1301(a)).

9              This  rationale  may  be  limited to  purposes  of  determining  substantial  abuse  under  11   U.S.C.

§  707(b)  and  for  consumer  debts  under  11  U.S.C.  §§  521(2),  524(c)(6)(B)  and  524(d)(2).
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interpretation  on its  head."  841  F.2d  at  912.10   Nevertheless,  the  evidence  regarding  the

nature of the tar claim is so inconclusive that the court will consider it a consumer debt.

8.        CLASSIFICAHON OF UNSECURED CIAIMS AND UNFAIR DISCRIMINATION

The Whitelocks' plan separately  classifies  the  cosigned unsecured  claim of

FSB from other unsecured claims.  Richman argues that this categorization is an improper

classification.   Section  1322(b)(1)  provides that a plan may

designate a class or classes of unsecured claims, as provided in section 1122
of this title, but may pot discriminate unfairly against any class so designated;
however,  such plan may treat  claims  for a  consumer  debt  of the  debtor if
an individual is ]iab]e on such consumer debt with the debtor differently than
other unsecured  claims.

Subsection    1322(b)(1)    was    specifically    amended    by    the    Bankruptcy

Amendments  and  Federal  Judgeship  Act  of 1984  (BAFJA)  to  allow  cosjgned  consumer

debts  to  be  treated  differently  than  other  unsecured  claims.]t    There  being  no  official

legislative history on the 1984 amendment to section 1322(b)(1), this court finds instructive

the BAFJA quasi-legislative history:

"Although there may be no theoretical differences between co-debtor claims

and   others,   there   are   important.  practical   differences"   that   must   be
recognized.  Because codebtors are often relatives or friends, the debtor may

•   feel a great need to pay the debt in full, even if that is not permitted within
the chapter 13 plan.   If .the debtor can be required to devote all disposable

"            The Ninth Circuit stated that explanatory floor statements of legislators should not be used to

expand the plain  language of the congressional statement.   The official committee reports provide the
authoritative  guide  to  deciphering  legislative  inte.nt.     Garcf.a  v.   Un/.fed  Slates,   469  U.S.   70   (1984).
However,  it  is  appropriate  to  go  beyond  a  statute  and  review  the  legislative  history  only  when  the
statute is  ambiguous.    Uni'fed Sfafes v.  Locke,  471  U.S.  84,  95  (1985). ,

"            Pub.  L  No.  98€53,  98 Stat.  333.   The  1984 amendment in  effect overruled those  aspects of

/n re /acovonf.,  2 a.a.  256 (Bankr.  D.  Utah  1980) that declared the impropriety of separately classifying
cosigned unsecured claims from other unsecured claims based solely on the existence of a co-obligor.
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income  to  the  plan,  the  confficting  desire  to  voluntarily  make  payments .
outside the plan on a cosigned debt may spen failure for the plan by leaving
insufficient income to keep up plan payments.  "If, as a practical matter, the
debtor  is  going  to  pay  the  codebtor  claim,  he  should  be  permitted  to
separately classify it in chapter 13."

5  CoJJz.er o7® Bcmrfupfey fl  1322.05[1] at 1322-10 (15th ed.  1989) citing S. Rep. No. 65,  98th

Cong.,   1st  Sess.   17-18  (1983).     One  stated  reason  for  the  amendment  and  debtors'

increased  flexibility  to  classify  claims was  to.encourage  individuals  to  file  their  petitions

under chapter 13 instead of chapter 7.   See Jro re Perfa.Jrs,  55 B.R. 422, 425.   (Bankr. N.D.

Okla.   1985).      The   limitations   imposed   in   sections   1322(a)(3)   and   (b)(1)   pose   no

prohibition against  the Whitelocks' proposed  classification.

The   court   need   not   find   if   the   different   treatment   of   FSB's   claim

discriminates against a certain class, it need only determine if the discrimination is unfair.

The decision is to be made  on a flexible,  case-by-case  approach,  taking into  account the

particular  facts  and  circumstances   of  each  case.     The   debtors  have  the  burden   of

establishing the rationale  and fairness of a discriminatory treatment of unsecured claims.

J7®  re  Fz/rJow,  70  B.R.  973,  977  (Bankr.  E.D.  Pa.  1987);  JJt  re  Coo*,  26  B.R.  187,  190

(Bankr. N.M.  1982).

The  Ninth  Circuit  Bankruptey  Appellate  Panel  in j4m/czc Disz77'b.  Cop.  v.

WoZJr (J# re  WoJffl,  22 B.R.  510  (Bankr.  9th  Cir.  1982)  (per  curiam)  delineated  a  four-

factor.test to determine fairness.   WoJ# held that different treatment and classification do

not unfairly discriminate if the following factors are fulfilled:

1.          The  discrimination has  a reasonable basis,
`   2.          The debtor cannot carry out a plan without such  discrimination,
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3.          The discrimination is proposed in good faith,  and
4.         The   degree  of  discrimination  is  directly  related  to  the  basis   or

rationale for the discrimination.

JiJ. at 512.   The panel recognized the above factors enunciated in J# re .Row.ch, 4 B.R. 403

(Bankr.  W.D.  Mch.  1980)  and J# re Dzl.edzJ.c,  9  B.R.  424  (Bankr.  S.D.  Tex.  1981)  and

followed ty most courts that have dealt with this issue.   This court will utilize the WoJ#

test as one of several possible elements in determining fairness.   The third factor of the

test has become  convoluted  as  a  result  of the plethora, of cases  that have  attempted  to

define  good  faith.-   Therefore,  the  third factor is  modified  so  as  to  inquire whether  the

discrimination  manipulates  t.he` bankruptcy  system  and  thereby  abuses  the  provisions,

purpose,  or spirit  of chapter  13.

The Whitelocks present the analysis of two case.s to support their contention:

J/.  re  Lflwso%,  93  B.R.  979  (Bankr.  N.D.  Ill.   1988)  and  J#  re  H"J"z7fo7t,   102  B.R.  498

(Bankr.  W.D.  Va.  1989).   The  White]ocks  and the  court in LczwsoJt  prefer replacing  the

long  established  four-part  test  for  determining  unfairness  with  the  following  test:    "[A]

discrimination  is  `fair,'  and  therefore  permissible,  to  the  extent,  and  only  to  the  extent,

that  it rationally furthers  an  articulated,  legitimate  interest  of the  debtor."    102  B.R.  at

502.It  In fawso/t, however, the court specifically interpreted section 1322(b)(1) to disallow

t2            The  language  relating  to.an  articulated,  legitimate  interest.  is  borrowed  from  the  landmark

constitutional  rights  case  of  San Anfoni.o  /ndep.  Schoo/ D/.sf.  v.  fioc/ri.guez,  411   U.S.1,17  (1973).    I`n
fiodr/.gt/ez, the U.S.  Supreme Court examined whether a Texas system of school financing violated the
equal protection clause of the Constitution  by determining the extent to which the financing .rationally
further[ed]  some legitimate,  articulated state purpose..   411  U.S. at 17.   This court is reluctant to bring
forward and adopt the panoply of constitutional and judicial scrutiny analysis entailed in Plodriguez and
its  progeny  construing  the  legitimate  interest  articulation.
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a  chapter  13  debtor  from  "advanc[ing]  a7t}j  personal  interest  by  discriminating  in  the

treatment  of unsecured  creditors."    93-B.R.  at  984.   £awso7t  reasoned  that  this  type  of

discrimination "could lead to approval of discrinination on purely personal grounds, like

family relationships  and ffiendship"  a  situation analogous  to  that  of the Whitelocks.    93

B.R.  at  984.    In Hczmz7fo#,  a  chapter  13  plan  that  classified  cosigned  debts  on  student

loans incurred by and solely for the benefit of the debtors' children separately from the

other unsecuied  debts  and paid approximately fourteen percent and five percent of the

claims  in each  class, respectively, was held to unfairly discriminate.   The  court held that

`'the  desire  of  parents  to  protect  their  children  from  the  claims  of  creditors"  did  not

"constitute  a legitimate interest  of the  debtor."    102 B.R.  at  502.

1.         Reasonable Basis for Discrimination

The  court  in JJt  rc  GreeJt,  70  B.R.  164,  166-67  (Bankr.  W.D.  Ark.  1986),13

established that the determinative factors in the fairness of a proposed discrimination are

whether  the  discrimination  js  supported  by  a  reasonable  basis   and  whether  there  is

significant justification for dissimilar treatment.   Certain ju`stifications have been found not

to   provide   a   reasonable   basis:      the   imposition   of   a   criminal   jail   sentence   upon

nonpayment  of restitution,  J#  ne BowJes,  48  B.R.  502,  508  (Bankr.  E.D.  Va.  1985);  the

existence  of cosjgned  student  loans, Hc7mz.Jfo7®,  102 B.R.  at  501;  the  contingent nature  of

"            Green contains facts most analogous to the case at hand.   The debtors in Green proposed full

payment  on an  unsecured claim  in which the  real  property was  owned  by one debtor's  mother.   The
remaining unsecured claimants were to be paid approximately twenty-five percent on their claims.   The
court found that debtors failed to  prove significant justification for the  dissimilar treatment and  denied
confirmation.
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a  claim, J#  re D!.clz;  97  B.R.  903,  905  (Bankr.  S.D.  Ohio  1989);  personal  animus  toward

the creditor, J# re Sfonbeng,  94 B.R.  144,  146  (Bankr. D. Minn.  1988).   Discrimination  on

the basis that past due nondjschargeable alinony or child support obligations are involved

is  reasonable."     Where  the  debtor  found  it  inperative  to  maintain  confidence  and

harmony with his police  street partner,  discrimination was rationally based.   J7c re  rodd,

65 B.R. 249, 253  (Bankr. N.D. Ill.  1986).   Another acceptable rationale is the facilitation

or improvement of a  debtor's rehabilitation.15

The mere fact that real property owned by Erma Whitelock secures FSB's

claim  is  not  valid  justification  for  paying  FSB  excessively  more  than  other  unsecured

claimants  on  an  accelerated basis.   This  is  the  type  of discrimination  based  upon purely

I)ersonal  grounds  that  Lcrwso"   cautioned   against.     Fair  discrimination  requires  more

jinstification  than  simply  the  personal  preference  of  a  debtor;   accordingly,   dissimilar

treatment must be justified. as fair and reasonable.   J# re HOJJcr,  12 B.R. 395, 396 (Bankr.

S.D. Ohio  1981).   The Whitelocks have not indicated that Erma Whitelock cannot make

the payments on the obligation that she cosigned or that FSB intends to foreclose if it is

not treated as set forth in the plan.   Indeed, it would be extremely unusual for a banking

"            /n re  Whi.#aker,113  B.R.  531,  534  (Bankr.  D,  Minn.1990);  /r} re Sforberg,  94  B.R.144,14648

(Bankr.  D.  Minn.1988);  /n re Oavf.dson,  72  B.Pl.  384,  387  (Bankr.  D.  Colo.1987).

'S             /n re Teny, 78 B.Pl.  at  173  (Bankr.  E.D. Tenn.1987)  (.A debtor's rehabilitation  may be improved

as the result of higher payments to doctors, hospitals, merchants, or schools with whom the debtor may
deal  in  the  future..);  /n  re  Fresh/ey,  69  B.a.  96,  98  (Bankr.  N.D.  Ga.  1986)   (a  plan  that  proposed
repayment of the debtor's student loan so that he could return to school and earn a degree was found
necessary for the  debtor's  rehabilitation.)

:...  14  ...:
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institution  to  require  acceleration  of a note  in this  manner.    'ITiomas.Whitelock  asserts

that he feels  a  strong moral  obligation to repay the  debt in full,  as he rightfully should.

That feeling alone, however, is insufficient to indicate that the discrimination against other

uusecured creditors is fair.

2.        Ability to carry out a plan without such Discrimination

The  Whitelocks  have  put  forth  no  evidence  that  their  plan  could  not be

carried out without the proposed discrimination.  Determination of the ability to effectuate

a   plan  without   disparate   treatment   of  a   disfavored   class   generally   necessitates   an

examination of whether the treatment protects a relationship with a specific creditor that

•the  debtors  need  to  reorganize  successfully.    See gcJ?emzfy JJt  re Perskfro,  9 B.R.  626,  632

(Bankr.  N.D.  Tex.  1981)  (debtor's  occupation  as  traveling  salesperson  required  favored

treatment of two credit card claimants).  The section 1301(a) stay protection for codebtors

insulates  the  Whjte]ocks  from  indirect  creditor  pressure  that  might  be  ckerted  against

cosigners  or  guarantors.    FSB's  possible  action  against  Erma  Whitelock,  to  the  extent

permitted  by  section   1301(a),   poses  minimal   threat  to  the  viability  of  an   amended

.....  15  ...:
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nondiscriminatory plan.16   Furthermore, there is no evidence that either Erma Whitelock

or FSB assert an overbearing control over the Whitelocks' employment or financial affairs.

3.         Discrimination is Not Manipulative of the Bankruptey system

Despite  the  inclusion  of  a  good  faith  factor]7  within  the  long-established

WoJ#  four-prong  test,  a  more  limited  focus  on  whether  the  proposed  discrimination

manipulated  the  bankn]j)try  system  and  abused.  the  provisions,  purpose,  or  spirit  of

chapter 13 would be helpful.  Therefore, a court should preliminarily investigate the intent

br  motive  of the  debtor  in  propc>sing  the  discrimination  in  question.18    The  Whitelocks

testified  that  fun  payment  to  FSB  was  a  primary  feature  of  the  plan  to  avoid  any

consequence resulting from actf on taken by FSB to collect on or foreclose the interest in

Erma Whitelock's home.

18             lt  is  not  unforeseeably  improbable  that  .rf  debtors  are  required  to  amend  their  plan  to  pay

cosigned  claims  less  than  full  p`ayment,  that  they  may  nevertheless  surreptitiously  cause  additional
payments to be made so that cosigned claimants are paid in full.   However, the Whitelocks in this case
possess the capability to pay more to the disfavored unsecured class as a result of their surrender of
certain collateral that previously required substantial monthly expenditures.  The court is not necessarily
enjoining the Whitelocks  or  other  chapter  13  debtors from  paying  one  hundred  percent  to  cosigned
claimants where the circumstances  properly allow full payment.   Certainly,  it is not the  practice of this
court to  presume chapter 13  debtors will violate the statute dy  impermissibly  paying  creditors directly
in violation of the terms of their plans.

"            Some courts have adopted the rationale of Green,  70 B.Pl.  at 166:   The factor of whether the

discrimination  is  proposed  in  good  faith  is  subsumed  in  the  concept  of  good  faith  of  the  plan  in -
general..   See a/so Fur/ow, 70 B,F3. at 977 (critical of third Wo/ff factor).   While that rationale is valid, the
determination that a proposed discrimination is unf`air must usually be made before ever reaching the
good fa.rth  merits  of the  plan.

"            The  principal  unfair  discrimination  issue  raised  by  a  selective  plan  is  a  debtor's  motive  for

singling   out  the   nonpriorfty   claims   included   in  the   plan.I.     Dole,   Se/ecli.ve   Chapte/   73  P/ans..     A
Permissible  Use  of a  Prohibited  Abuse  of the  Bankruptcy  Code  Following  the  1984 Amendments?    3
Bankr.  Dev.  J.  511,  524  (1986).

:...  16  ...:
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The  court,  recognizing  that  a  plan  may  appropriately  be  proposed  for

various   reasons,   has   considered   the   Whitelocks'   single-minded   purpose.      However,

although  there. exists  a  "certain  latitude  in  discriminating  between  some  claims[,]  that

latitude is  circumscribed still by the measurements of equity and fainess."   J# re yow#g,

102 B.R.  1022, 1023 (Bankr. W.D. Mo.  1989).  An inquiry into fairness involves more than

ascertaining the rationality of the  debtors' proposed discrimination.

The  Whitelocks'  attempt  to  convert  an  obligation that would be paid  over

108 months by its contractual terms and now accelerate the payment over only 60 months,

to the considerable disadvantage of their unsecured creditors, is indicative of abuse of the

chapter 13 system.  Payments on the FSB obligations would have amortized at $286.52 per

month.   Now the obligation will be paid at almost twice that rate, with little left for other

creditors.    Thomas  Whitelock's  cavalier  attitude  toward  paying  uns.ecured  claims  other

than  FSB's  claim  js  additional  indication  of  the  unfairness  in  the  disparate  treatment.

Consequently, the intent of the Whitelocks and their concomitant attempt to shorten the

time within which  the FSB  debt  js  repaid  at  the  expense  of other  unsecured  creditors

evidences a manipulation of the chapter  13  system.

:...  17  ...:
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4.         Degree of Discrimination Relates to the Basis for Discrimination

There js a distinction between treating a clain differently and discriminating

against  it  unfairly.19    Considering  the  circumstances  presented  here,  a  seventy  percent

differential  in  the  amounts  paid  on  cosigned  versus  non-cosigned  debts  is  unfair.    See

HosJer, 12 B.R. at 396 (a twenty percent versus one hundred percent return difference was

determined  significant).     Furthermore,  the  degree  of  diffe.rential  treatment  does  not

directly relate to  the  discrimination's basis.   See FresfeJey,  69 B.R.  at  97.   The ,court finds

useful an examination of the amounts |]roposed "for repayment to each class of unsecured

claims in light of the rationale for separate classification."  J# re Jofeuso7}, 69'B.R. 726, 729

(Bankr. W.D.N.Y.  1987)  (an eighty-five percent differential in the amount paid each class

was  unfair).    No  bright-line  test  on  the  percentage  difference  between  the  classes  js

available,  any more than a  certain percentage return constitutes good faith.   However,  a

grossly  disproportionate  percentage  repayment,   an  unjustifiable  order  of  payment,   a

discount  factor  with  no  reasonable  basis  or,  as  in  this  case,  an  accelerated  payment

beyond  a legal obligation at the expense of other creditors,  are  all indicta  of unfairness.

t8            .[A]  debtor's  power to treat co-signed consumer debts `differently'  has content separate from

the proscription  against  unfair discrimination.    The  awkward  language  is  resolved  by  holding that  all
different  treatments  are  not  necessarily  fair  discriminations..    /n  re  Fas/ey,  72  B.F3.  948,  956  (Bankr,
M.D.  Tenn.  1987).

:...   18  ...:
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C.        CONFIRMAHON OF THE PLAN UNDER SECIION 1325

1.        frod Faith

Section  1325(a)(3) mandates that the court "confim a plan if .  .  . the plan

has been proposed in good faith  and not by any means forbidden by law."   The Tenth

Circuit has interpreted section  1325(a)(3)  to require "an inquiry,  on a case-by-case basis,

into whether the plan  abuses the provisions, purpose or spirit of Chapter 13."   Ffygc7re v.

Bo#Jdeji,  709  F.2d  1344,  1347  (loth  Cir.  1983)  citing  U#z.red Sfclfes v.  Es!z45  (J7®  re Esfro),

695 F.2d 311, 315 (8th Cir.1982).   The more recent opinion of ft.o#eerBa77k v. Rasmuse7?

(J#  re  Rasmz4sse#),  888  F.2d  703,  704  (loth  Cir.  1989)  has  reinforced  the  continuing

tenacity of Ffygrre as good law by favorably reiterating the eleven-factor g-uide]ine adopted

in FT}gare.20    Of  the  eleven  elements  set  forth  in  Ffygcrre,  at  least  five  of  the  elements

suggesting bad  faith  are  present.jn  this  case.   The  White]ocks'  schedules  are  incomplete

and  their budget  at variance with  Thomas  Whitelock's  testimony.    The  seventy percent

differential  proposed  by the  plan,  demonstrates  extreme preferential  treatment between

classes  of creditors.

20            11  U.S.C. §  1325 was also amended in 1984 subsequent to the Flygare decision.   Although the

addition of 11  U.S.C.  §  1325(b)  encompasses  many of the Flygare factors, the factors remain  relevant
to the  good faith  analysis  in the T6nth  Circuit.    Conlra /n re  Thompson,116  B.Pl.  794  (D.  Colo.1990),
ln  dicta,  F7asmussen  noted  the  Eighth  Circuit's  narrowing  of  the  11   U.S.C.  §  1325(a)(3)  good  faith
analysis  after  the  1984  amendments  to  include  only  twhether the  debtor  has  stated  his  debts  and
expenses accurately; whether he has made any fraudulent misrepresentation to mislead the bankruptcy
court; or whether he has unfairly manipulated the Bankruptcy Code..  I?asmussen,  888 F.2d at 704 n.3,
citing  Educafi.on Ass/.stance  Corp.  v.  Ze//net,  827  F.2d  1222  (8th  Cir.  1987)  (the  court  preserved  the
totality  of the  circumstances  approach to  measure  good faith).   See a/so Har}c/een  v.  IeMai./e  //n re
leMat.re),   898   F.2d   1346   (8th   Cir.   1990)    (modifying,   yet   reinforcing,   the   Eslus   totality   of   the
circumstances approach).
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No extraordinary reasons or unforeseen circumstances triggered the filing of

the petition.   To the contrary,  it is  apparent the  debt existed at the time the obligation

with FSB was incurred. . Peggy Whitelock received  a discharge  of her debts immediately

prior tQ this filing.   According to the Tenth Circuit, both "pre-petition conduct and prior

bankruptey  filings  by  the  debtor  may  be  relevant  to  the  good  faith  inquiry  under

§  1325(a)(3)."   Rczsmusse#,  888 F.2d at 704,  citing Nezt/8# v. Freemc77!,  794 F.2d  149,  150

(4th  Cir.  1986).    The  court  remains  unconvinced  as  to  the  Whitelocks'  desire  to  repay

creditors  other  than  FSB,  given  Thomas  Whitelock's  adamant  testimony  regarding  his

moral  obligation  to  repay  this  debt  at  the  expense  of  others.    The  amendment  to  the

budget  increasing  virtually  all  expenses  and  reflecting  income  at variance  with  Thomas

Whitelock's testimony is also indicative of the White]ocks' motivation and lack of sincerity.

The  court  finds  it  telling  that  the  current  filing was  initiated  only  one  month  following

Peggy Whitelock's discharge in the chapter 7 case and slightly more than ninety days after

the FSB note was renegotjated.

A determination of good faith under the Ffygczre totality of the circumstances

approach dictates  against confirmation  of the Whitelocks' plan.   Approving confirmation

would have the effect of unfairly manipulating the chapter 13 bankruptey system, an action

prohibited by jzc7smz4ssc#.   Thomas Whitelock's statement that he had nQ intention to file.

this petition at the time he incurred the FSB  obligation is not credible.   Little  change of

circumstances occurred in the ninety-day interval except that Peggy Whitelock received her

chapter 7 discharge.  The totality of the foregoing facts and circumstances, inclusive of the
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inordinately unfair discrimination against unsecured claimants other than FSB,  evidences

a less than good faith proposal of the plan.

2.         Projected Disposable Income

Section 1325(b) provides that if the trustee objects to confirmation, the court

may  not  approve  a  plan  unless  unsecured  claims  are  to  be  paid  in  full  or  the  plan

commits the debtors' projected disposable income for three years.   Disposable income is

defined in section 1325(b)(2)(A) as income not reasonably necessary for the maintenance

or  support  of  the   debtors  or  their  .dependents.     The   1984   amendment   adding  the

disposable  income  test  did  not  obviate  all  the  circumstances  utilized  to  determine  good

faith previous  to  1984.21

Triis   court   has   reviewed   countless   chapter   13   budgets   and   has   an

understanding  of  th.e  amounts  customarily  listed  as  necessary  expenses  for  a  family  of

three  in  this  area.    While  the  amended  budget  of  the  White]ocks  is  not  extravagant,

neither is it spartan.   The upward  adjustment of almost all  categories,  and the inclusion

of  cumu]ative]y   generous   amounts   for   recreation,   home   maintenance,   clothing,   arid

personal grooming,  demonstrate the Whitelocks' unwil]ingness to modify their lifestyle to

satisfy  their  obligations.    The  cumulative  evidence  indicates  that  the  inflated  amended

21            A senate comm.nee report suggests that fulfillment of the disposable income requirement allows

confirmation where the debtors make substantial efforts to pay their debts,  even though the payments
themselves  are  not  substantial.    S.  F3ep.  No.  65,  98th  Gong.,1st  Sess.  22  (1983),
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budget   contains   expenses   not  reasonably` necessary  for  the  Whitelocks'   support   or

maintenance.

CONCLUSION

This  court  holds  that  the  debt  involved  in  this  case  is  a  consumer  debt

within  the  meaning  of  section  101(7),  notwithstanding  the   accompanving  conflicting

legislative history.   Although the claim fits within the exception in section  1322(b)(1) for

`consumer  debts,  the  Whitelocks'  plan  rinfairly .discriminates  against  unsecured  creditors

holding  non-cosigned  .debts,  and  consequently  violates  section  1322(b)(1)  and  therefore

also  sectio.n   1325(a)(1).     Even  under  the  LawsoJ?  test  cited  by  the  White]ocks,  the

accelerated  payment  of FSB's  claim  fails  to  rationally  further  an  articulated,  legitimate
'

interest  of the  debtors.   Independent  of the  Whitelocks' failure  to prove  the  fairness  of

the proposed  discrimination,  the  plan would  not be  confirmable  for  other  reasons.   As

|]resently  drafted,  the  plan  violates  section  1325(a)(3),  which  requi;es  that  the  p]an~be

proposed in good faith, and violates section 1325(b), which requires that the plan commit

the debtors' projected  disposable income for payments under  the plan.   Therefore,  it  is

hereby

ORDERED,  that  confirmation  of the  plan  proposed  by  the  Whitelocks  is

denied.




